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We compute explicitly the Bergman and Szego kernels for a class of pseudo-
convex domains. The kernels are expressed in terms of Appell’s multivariable
hypergeometric functions. These explicit formulas are applied to investigate the
asymptotic behavior of the Bergman kernel near some weakly pseudoconvex
boundary points.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Our goal in this paper is to compute explicitly the Bergman and Szego
kernels for a class of pseudoconvex domains. These explicit formulas are
applied to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the Bergman kernel near
some weakly pseudoconvex boundary points. We consider the following
Reinhardt domains. Let m1 , ..., ml be positive integers, m

=(m1 , ..., ml)
and let p1 , ..., pl be positive numbers. Then this class of domains given by
Dp, m=[z=(z(1) , ..., z(l )) # C |m |; &z(1)&2p1+ } } } +&z(l)&2pl<1] where z( j)=
(zj, 1 , ..., zj, mj) # C
mj, &z( j)&2pj=(mjk=1 |zj,k |
2)pj, j=1, ..., l. An important sub-
class consists of the complex ovals. A complex oval is a domain in Cn
defined by D=[z # Cn; |z1 |2p1+ } } } +|zn | 2pn<1], pj>0, j=1, ..., n. These
domains are sometimes called complex ellipsoids or egg domains. A bound-
ary point of Dp, m , z0=(z0(1) , ..., z
0
(l )) # Dp,m is weakly pseudoconvex if there
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pseudoconvex points of an oval are the boundary points having at least
one zero coordinate.
Let 0 be an open set in Cn. Then the Bergman projector is the
orthogonal projector P : L2(0)  H 2(0), where L2(0) is the space of
square integrable functions, and H2(0) is the space of the square integrable
holomorphic functions. The Bergman kernel of 0 is the unique distribution
(Hilbert space) kernel of the Bergman projector defined by
Pf (z)=|
0
K(z, w) f (w) dV(w), \f # L2(0),
and dV is Lebesgue measure on 0. The Bergman kernel K : 0_0  C is
holomorphic in z and antiholomorphic in w. Moreover, it follows from the
definition of K(z, w) that if [,n]n=1 is a complete orthonormal system in




,n(z) ,n(w) \(z, w) # 0_0.
Recent interest in explicit formulas for the Bergman and Szego kernels
is motivated by the surprising effectiveness of these formulas. See, for
example, [D’A1, GS, MS, Bell, Eg, N, CG, Han, C, D’A2, Has, FH1]. We
illustrate this point by two cases. Mostow and Siu [MS] gave a counter-
example to the important conjecture that the universal covering of a
compact Ka hler manifold of negative sectional curvature should be
biholomorphic to the ball. In their counterexample the explicit calculation
of the Bergman kernel function and metric of the oval [z # C2;
|z1 | 14+|z2 | 2<1] played an essential role. Our other example is from the
field of analysis. The striking discovery of Christ and Geller [CG] that the
Szego kernel of certain weakly pseudoconvex domain is not analytic off
the diagonal was derived from Nagel’s [N] explicit formula.
We recall the definition of one of Appell’s hypergeometric functions in
several variables from [AK]. See also Erde lyi [Er], p. 222. The notation
is as follows: (a)m=1(a+m)1(a), that is, (a)0=1, (a)m=a(a+1) } } }
(a+m&1) for m=1, 2, ... . If a=(a1 , ..., an) and m=(m1 , ..., mn) is a
multi-index then (a)m=>nj=1 (aj)mj . Then the multivariable hyper-
geometric function FA is defined as





where x # Cn and :, ;=(;1 , ..., ;n), #=(#1 , ..., #n) are parameters. The
superscript n indicates the number of variables. If n=1 then F (1)A (:, ;, #, x)
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coincides with the classical EulerGauss hypergeometric function F(:, ;, #, x).
The series FA converges when |x1 |+ } } } +|xn |<1 and diverges when
|x1 |+ } } } +|xn |>1.
Theorem 1. Suppose p1 , ..., pn are positive integers. Then the Bergman
kernel of the domain D is
K(z, w)=



















, (zw ) p+ (1)
for all (z, w) # D_D. Here we used the notation 1=(1, ..., 1) and (q+1)p=
((q1+1)p1 , ..., (qn+1)pn).
Notice that whenever (z, w) # D_D then nj=1 |zjw j |
pj<1 and therefore
FA converges at the point ((z1w 1) p1, ..., (zn w n) pn). Indeed |zjw j | pj
1
2 ( |zj |
2pj+|wj | 2pj) and so nj=1 |zjw j |
pj<1.
One can obtain D’Angelo’s result [D’A1] from our formula when the
pj’s are integers, as a special case of Theorem 1. We mention that in
[D’A1] the weaker condition, p1= } } } =pn&1=1, pn is a positive number,
was assumed.
Corollary 1 (D’Angelo [D’A1]). Suppose p1= } } } =pn&1=1, pn=p









for all (z, w) # D_D.
Remark 1. When p1= } } } =pn=1 the oval D is the unit ball in Cn and









F (n)A (n+1, 1, 1, zw ).
This can be seen immediately from the idendity
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In the special case, when p1= } } } =pn&1=1, and pn is a positive integer
our formula (1) coincides with the result of D’Angelo [D’A1]. See
Corollary 1 and Remark 2. A further special case, n=2, p1=1, p2>0 is the
classical formula of Bergman [Ber].
Remark 2. The presence of the hypergeometric function FA in formula
(1) provides an interesting interpretation of D’Angelo’s result [D’A1].
Consider the case p1= } } } =pn&1=1, pn=p is an integer 1. Then the
explicit computation of [D’A1] is in fact, a method to prove a new identity
for multivariable hypergeometric functions. The identity is as follows.







FA \n+q+1p , 1, 1, ..., 1,
q+1
p










A similar statement can be obtained by using (3) and the summation
method of [D’A2].
Theorem 2. Suppose p1 , ..., pl are positive integers. Then the Bergman







z1,k w 1, k , ..., :
ml
k=1
zl,k w l,k+ ,
where



















, y p++ . (3)
Here (q+1)p=((q1+1)p1 , ..., (ql+1)pl), and the hypergeometric func-
tion F (l )A has l variables.
Remark 3. An important special case, where l=n+1, m1= } } } =
ml&1=1, ml=m, p1= } } } =pl&1=1, pl=p>0 arbitrary, was considered
by D’Angelo [D’A2]. See also Bellout [Bel]. When p=pl is a positive
integer, D’Angelo’s result can be obtained from Theorem 2, similarly to
Corollary 1 and Remark 2.
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Now we consider a different class of ovals, where the reciprocal of pj is
an integer qj for j=1, ..., n&1 and pn is an arbitrary positive number p.
In this case the ovals do not have smooth boundary. Let wj=e2?iqj,
j=1, ..., n&1.
Theorem 3. Suppose that qj#1pj is a positive integer for j=1, ..., n&1
and p#pn is an arbitrary positive number. Then the Bergman kernel of the





where the function h is given by
h(x)=
n&1
x1 } } } xn&1 \ :
q1&1
j1=0















Remark 4. The function h above is a holomorphic function in x # Cn in
a neighborhood of 0 # Cn and it is independent of the choice of the qj th
roots.
Remark 5. A special case was considered by Ise [I]. Our method can
be applied to considerably more general domains than Dp,m . Indeed, one
can combine the methods of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 to treat, for example,
domains of the following type:
[z # C5; ( |z1 |2+|z2 |2)1p1+(|z3 |2+|z4 | 2)p2+|z5 |2p3<1],
where p1 , p2 , p3 are positive integers. We leave the formulation of the
general result to the reader. See also related results in Egorychev’s book
[Eg].
The presence of the hypergeometric functions in the formulas (1), (3)
provides an apportunity to analyze the asymptotic behavior of the
Bergman kernel near some weakly pseudoconvex boundary points. There
are many well known estimates of the size of the Bergman kernel near a
boundary point ([Ca, DH, DO, Mc, NRSW], etc.). On the other hand,
there are only a few results ([D’A1, D’A2, BSY]) about the asymptotic
behavior of the Bergman kernel near weakly pseudoconvex points. Here
only the first step is taken in this direction. The full force of the theory of
the multivariable hypergeometric functions will be utilized in [FH2] to
obtain an asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel.
Let r(z)=1&lj=1 (
mj
k=1 |zj, k |
2) pj be the defining function of the
domain Dp, m . Consider the boundary point z0=(z0(1) , 0, ..., 0) # Dp, m .
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Theorem 4. Suppose z # Dp, m approaches the boundary point z0 restricted
to z=(z(1) , 0, ..., 0) # Dp, m . Then the behavior of the Bergman kernel of Dp, m
on the diagonal is as follows
lim
z=(z(1) , 0, ..., 0)  z0
r(z)1+m1+
l











Corollary 2. Suppose that D is an oval, and z0=(z01 , 0, ..., 0) # D.
Then
lim
z=(z1 , 0, ..., 0)  z0
r(z)2+
n








Note that if p2= } } } =pn=1 then the point z0 is a strictly pseudoconvex
point and then Corollary 2 is consistent with the classical result of
Ho rmander. Indeed, the exponent of r(z) is n+1, and the constant on the
right hand side is the determinant of the Levi form at z0=(z01 , 0, ..., 0) # D.
On the other hand if there exists an index j, 2 jn such that pj>1 then
the Bergman kernel is less singular at z0.
We mention that one can also obtain the existence of the limits in
Theorem 4 and Corollary 2, without the exact value of the limits, from the
work of Boas, Straube and Yu [BSY]. Our method is elementary, only the
basic properties of hypergeometric functions are used.
SZEGO KERNEL
In this section we apply our method to derive explicit formulas for the
Szego kernel of a class of unbounded domains. This part of our investiga-
tion is direct continuation of the work started in [FH1]. We will use the
results from the paper [FH1].
Consider the domain
D#D,=[(z, w)=(z(1) , ..., z(l ) , w) # C |m |+1; Im w>,(z)],
where
,(z)=,(z(1) , ..., z(l ))=&z (1)&2p1+ } } } +&z(l )&2pl
with z( j)=(zj, 1 , ..., zj, mj) # C
mj, j=1, ..., l.
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We recall that a holomorphic function f on the domain D belongs to the







| f (z, t+i,(z)+i\)| 2 dV(z) dt<.
The subspace H2(D) of L2(D), consisting of boundary values of
holomorphic function f # H2(D) is a closed subspace of L2(D). The Szego
projection is the orthogonal projection S : L2(D)  H2(D) and the
Szego kernel S(z, t; z$, t$) is the distribution kernel on D_D given by
Sf (z, t)=|
D
S(z, t; z$, t$) f (z$, t$) dV(z$) dt$.
We identify the boundary of D, D with C |m
|_R, where the coordinates
are (z, t).
Theorem 5. Suppose p1 , ..., pl are positive integers. Then the Szego
kernel of the domain D, is





j=1 mj pj h(A&1p1z(1) } z $(1) , ..., A&1plz (l ) } z $(l )).
(5)
The function h is given by (3) and the function A is defined by A=
1
2 [,(z)+,(z$)&i(t&t$)].
Remark 6. We summarize the special cases included in Theorem 5.
When l=n, m1= } } } =ml=1, p1= } } } =pl=1 the domain D, is the Siegel
upper half-plane.
In this case our formula (5) is consistent with the classical formula
S(z, t; z$, t$)=
n !
4?n+1




?n+1(t&t$+i &z&2+i &z$&2&2iz } z $)n+1
A further special case l=1, m1=1 coincides with the well known example
of Greiner and Stein [GS]. The special case l=2, m1=m2=1, p1=1,
p2=p>0 gives exactly the same formula that appear in [M]. Moreover
Theorem 5 generalizes the result of our earlier paper [FH1]. In [FH1],
an explicit formula was derived for the Szego kernel of the domain D=
[(z, ‘, w) # Cn+m+1; Im w>&z&2+&‘&2p].
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Remark 7. We mention that the Bergman kernel of the domain D, can
also be computed. One can use Theorem 5 and the formula connecting the
Bergman kernel of D, to the Szego kernel from [NRSW], or one can apply
Theorem 2 and the transformation formula of the Bergman kernel.
PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1. We recall that the monomials, ,k(z)=zk&zk&L2(D)
form a complete orthonormal system for the L2-norm on the Reinhardt
domain D. D’Angelo [D’A1] derived the series representation
K(z, w)=







of the Bergman kernel of the domain D for any positive numbers p1 , ..., pn
by calculating the norm &zk&2L2(D) . Formula (6) is our starting point. Since
pj is a positive integer we can rewrite kj as kj=mj pj+qj with integers mj ,





























((zw ) p)m. (7)
With the choice of the parameters :=1+nj=1 (qj+1)pj , ;=(1, ..., 1)#1


















that concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Corollary 1. It is sufficient to prove the multivariable hyper-
geometric identity (2). Since ;j=#j for j=1, ..., n&1 we can repeatedly use
the formula
F (n)A (:, ;, #, x)=(1&x1)
&: F (n&1)A \:, ;2 , ..., ;n , #2 , ..., #n , x21&x1 , ...,
xn
1&x1+
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from [Er], p. 238, (2) to the left-hand side of (2). So we have
F (n)A \n+q+1p , 1, 1$,
q+1
p
, x$, x pn+





















Simplifying the notation by y=xn(1&n&1j=1 xj)
&1p, the left-hand side of








































where m=pl+q. Notice that 1(n+(m+1)p)=qn(m) 1((m+1)p) where
qn(x) is a polynomial in x of degree n. The sum of the last series can be













with some constants c1 , ..., cn . This completes the proof of the corollary.
Proof of Theorem 2. We will only indicate the key steps. The
monomials z:1(1) } } } z
:l
(l ) form a complete orthogonal system in H
2(Dp, m). The
L2-norm of z:1(1) } } } z
:l
(l ) can be computed by generalizing the calculation in





:(1) , ..., :(l )
1(1+lj=1 ( |:( j) |+mj)pj) >
l
j=1 1( |:( j) |+mj)
>lj=1 1(( |:( j) |+mj)pj) :( j) !
_(z(1)w (1)):(1) } } } (z(l ) w (l)):(l ).
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From this point on, the proof follows the steps of the proof of Theorem 1.
We only need to keep in mind the polynomial theorem



















Proof of Theorem 3. We start by recalling two elementary identities.
Suppose f (z)=: c: z: is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of
0 # Cm. Then
:
:1 , ..., :m
c:1 q1 , ..., :mqm z
:1q1









} } } :
qm&1
jm=0
f (| j11 z1 , ..., |
jm
m zm). (8)









for all y # Cm satisfying |ml=1 yl |<1.








1((:n+1)p) >n&1j=1 1(qj (:j+1))
(zw ): (10)




1((:n+1)p) >n&1j=1 1(qj (:j+1))
x:. (11)
First we concentrate on the function
hs(x$)#hs(x1 , ..., xn&1)= :
:1 , ..., :n&1
1(s+n&1j=1 qj (:j+1))
>n&1j=1 1(qj (:j+1))
x:11 } } } x
:n&1
n&1 (12)
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where s=(:n+1)p+1 and :$=(:1 , ..., :n&1). After substituting xj=yqjj















y1 } } } yn&1 \
y(:+1)q
>n&1j=1 qj (:j+1)+ .








We apply the identities (8) and (9) to compute the series inside the
parentheses of (13). Therefore
yq&1hs( yq)=
n&1














After dividing the last formula by yq&1 we substitute yj=x1qjj =|xj |
1q ei,j qj
with &?<,j<?. Then the chain rule gives
hs(x1 , ..., xn&1)=
n&1
x1 } } } xn&1 \ :
q1&1
j1=0










for any x=(x1 , ..., xn&1), &?<arg xj=,j<? near 0 # Cn&1. Since the
function hs(x) is holomorphic in a full neighborhood of the origin, the
formula (14) is valid for all y near the origin.









x1 } } } xn&1 \ :
q1&1
j1=0
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Notice that the fraction involving the gamma function in the last equation
is equal to (:n+1)p. Now we sum over :n applying m=0 (m+1) t
m=





&1p. Therefore h(x) is equal to
n&1
x1 } } } xn&1 \ :
q1&1
j1=0











Using (10) and (11) completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 4. Since the approach of the boundary point




h(&z(1)&2, 0, ..., 0)
by Theorem 2. The function h is given as in (3). Therefore it is enough to
analyze the behaviour of h( y1 , 0, ..., 0), 0y1<1 as y1  1. In order to do
so we need the following elementary proposition.
Proposition 1. Let p, q be integers, p1, 0q<p. Suppose f is a
smooth function of one variable.
(1) Then, for any integer n0 there are constants cn, k=cn, k( p),





cn, k f (k)(x p) xkp&n, (15)
the constant cn, k is zero if k<np.
(2) For any m0
mx (x




where m1 , q1 are the unique nonnegative integers, 0q1<p, such that
m=m1p+q1 , and $q1 , q is the Kronecker delta symbol.
Proof of Proposition 1. If n=0 then c0,0=1. Proceeding by induction
on n we have




cn,k f (k)(x p) xkp&n+= :
n+1
k=0
cn+1, k f (k)(x p) xkp&n&1.
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The coefficient cn+1, k satisfies the recursive relations
cn+1, n+1=pcn, n
cn+1, k=pcn, k&1+(kp&n)cn, k , k=1, ..., n (17)
cn+1, 0=&ncn, 0 .
Moreover if k<np then k&1<(n+1)p&1np so cn,k&1=0. Further-
more, (a) if k<np then cn, k=0 by the induction hypothesis and so
cn+1, k=0 follows from (17), (b) if knp that is npk<(n+1)p then
0kp&n<1 and so kp&n=0 and therefore cn+1, k=0 follows again
from (17). Finally cn+1, 0=0 because of (17).
To prove (16) we use (15). We have
mx (x




n + m&nx (xq) :
n
k=0
cn, k f (k)(x p) xkp&n.
After substituting x=0 we obtain
mx (x




lp+ $m&lp, qq!clp, l f (l )(0).
Keeping in mind that m=m1 p+q1 with 0q1<p, m1=[mp], the last
sum reduces to ( mq ) $q1 ,qq!cm1 p,m1 f
(m1)(0). The coiefficient cm1 p, m1 can be
computed from (15). Indeed if n=lp then  lpx ( f (x
p))(0)=clp, l f (l )(0) that
gives (lp)!=clp, l ! for the function f ( y)=yl. This completes the proof of
Proposition 1.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4 we first calculate













, y p++ ( y1 , 0, ..., 0) (18)
by using Proposition 1. Notice that the derivatives of the hypergeometric
function FA can be computed by the formula
mx FA(:, ;, #, x)=
(:) |m| (;)m
(#)m
FA(:+|m|, ;+m, #+m, x) (19)
for any multi-index m. (See [Er], pp. 5859 for the case of n=1, or
[AK].) Moreover we have
FA(:, ;, #, x1 , 0, ..., 0)=F(:, ;1 , #1 , x1). (20)
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Then, using the notation mj&1=nj pj+qj$ with nj=[(mj&1)pj], 0
qj$<pj we obtain





$q$j , qj (mj&1)!








, y p11 + (21)
for (18). Next we compute








, y p11 ++ .





n + m1&1&ny1 ( yq11 ) :
n
k=0












+k, y p11 + . (22)
Here the behavior of the EulerGauss hypergeometric function F(a, b, c, z)
is well known:
F(a, b, c, z)=(1&z)c&a&b F(c&a, c&b, c, z) (23)
for any a, b, c such that c{0, &1, ..., and
lim
z  1&




provided c{0, &1, ..., and c>a+b, So








+k, y p11 +
=(1&y p11 )











+k, y p11 + ,
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+k, y p11 +
exists since c&a&b=k+2+lj=2 mjpj>0. Therefore we can conclude
that the most singular term in (22) as y1  1 is the term with the largest
possible k, that is k=m1&1. Only this term will contribute to the
asymptotic behavior of h( y1 , 0, ..., 0).





















































+m1&1, y p11 +
=d3(q, p, m) ‘
l
j=2
$q$j , qj .
The value of the constant d1 is given by
d1=d1(q, p, m)=












and the constant d2 is determined by
d2=d2(q, p, m)
=cm1&1, m1&1( p1) d1
(1+(q1+1)p1+lj=2 mj pj)m1&1 (1)m1&1
((q1+1)p1)m1&1
.
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$q$j , qj d3(q, p, m)
=pm11





This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof Theorem 5. We will only provide an outline. It was proved in
[FH1] that the Szego kernel of domain D, has the series representation as
follows
S(z, t; z$, t$)=




j=1 mj pj :
:(1) , ..., :(l )
1(1+lj=1 ( |:( j) |+mj)pj)




1( |:( j) |+mj) ‘
l
j=1
(A&1pjz( j)z $( j)):( j). (25)
The summation is over the multi-indices :( j)=(:j, 1 , ..., :j, mj), j=1, ..., l and
z( j)z $( j) is the short notation for (zj, 1z $j, 1 , ..., zj, mjz $j, mj). At this point the proof
of Theorem 5 can be completed by writing the series appearing in (25) in
closed form using multivariable hypergeometric functions. This last step is
very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.
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